
“I BEGIN WITH AN IDEA AND THEN IT BECOMES SOMETHING ELSE” – PABLO PICCASO 
 
From the artist: 
 
 

 
Anushka Singhal – “Art is me.. one moment I find myself and I am lost at the same 
moment” 
Art, a small word but difficult to explain, to me is my subconscious mind. Being an artist I 
feel it breaks me from hectic schedule and chaos, making me calm, happy and lost. The 
beauty of art is that no one is sure if they are creating it or it is creating them. 
Most of my inspiration is from nature and the ongoing thoughts, together it inspires me to 
follow my dreams, magic of being positive through all the phases of life, trust god’s plan and 
believe in myself.  
Through my work I try to spread my inspirations and I feel blessed when viewers get 
connected, lost in the magic of colours with an exclamation of wow! 
(Social Media links- https://www.instagram.com/artworkbyanushka/ , 
https://www.facebook.com/artworkbyanushka/ ) 
 

 
Sushma Bengani – “Happiness is not something readymade. It comes from your 
actions and creations, so keep creating!.” 
It is the medium to expressing myself, I enjoy creating vibrant mixed media canvases in 
Resin. Her work grounds itself with roots in Rajasthan, but that’s not all. These resin pieces 
draw richness from several global cultures. The artists connect with cities such as Paris, 
Dubai, USA, Kolkata, Mumbai can be spotted in her awe-inspiring creations. Take a look at 
her exclusive work right here, right now. 
(Social Media link- https://www.instagram.com/art_by_sushma/) 
 
 
Nachiket Shah - Everything in nature reflects in us (humans). As we see in the ocean, there 
are always waves, high tides, turbulence, drastic change in weather still there is stability and 
calmness deep inside it. Similarly, in our human life, there is a lot of fuss around us, various 
difficulties- challenges, emotions, feelings. The only way to find the calmness is by being 
deep within us – there is always “Inner Peace”. 
(Social Media link - https://instagram.com/livenportraits?igshid=efvih261iiw9 , 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH8lkdrK2GcA6jF-kEwyytg ) 
 
 

 
Antra Srivastava-  
Art is more than visual and sensory expression; it is a reflection of the inner world of an 
artist's mind. Its very nature has the propensity to fuel the urge of self-exploration and 
unearth the treasure we are looking for, to live life meaningfully. 
(Social Media Link - www.facebook.com/artfromantracreations ) 

 
 
 
Sonal Rasiwasia - “Paintings describes my inner soul”. Most of my paintings are inspired 
from religious figure. It is the medium of expressing myself and my devotion to almighty. 
(Social Media Link - https://www.facebook.com/HouseofRasiwasia/ ) 
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Shubra Jain 
" I shall write peace upon your wings, and you shall fly around the world so that children will 
no longer have to die this way" - Sadako 
The inspiration behind my artwork: 
Her message is powerful- it is unconditional love.  
Embrace her message fully and live in a place of love and peace. Take action to make the 
world a better place and never lose the faith that you can do something to improve the world. 
Let the paper crane remind you that you are not alone and when everyone holds this same 
intention, we all stand for something greater. 
(Social Media link- https://m.facebook.com/pages/category/Arts---Humanities-
Website/Artworks-of-Shubhra-304882943181885/ ) 
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